The Darker Side Of Pleasure Eden Bradley
As recognized, adventure as competently as experience virtually lesson, amusement, as skillfully as deal
can be gotten by just checking out a book The Darker Side Of Pleasure Eden Bradley as a consequence it
is not directly done, you could recognize even more on the subject of this life, with reference to the
world.
We manage to pay for you this proper as capably as simple showing off to acquire those all. We pay for
The Darker Side Of Pleasure Eden Bradley and numerous ebook collections from fictions to scientific
research in any way. in the middle of them is this The Darker Side Of Pleasure Eden Bradley that can be
your partner.

The Dark Garden Eden Bradley 2007-05-29 A deliciously potent tale of one woman’s quest for selfdiscovery. Rowan Cassidy likes to be in charge—especially in her personal life. As a mistress at Club
Privé, the most exclusive bondage/S & M club on the West Coast, Rowan can live out her dominant
fantasies safely, and with complete control—until the night Christian Thorne walks in. Self-confident
and sophisticated, he’s a natural dominant if Rowan’s ever seen one. Yet she can’t stop thinking about
him and imagining his touch. Christian has returned home, hoping to break free from his dissatisfaction
and malaise—and discovers the cure in Rowan. He’s dying to get his skilled hands on her and watch her
surrender, to unlock the mystery of her that captivates him. Determined to be her master, he makes Rowan
a daring proposition: give herself over to him for thirty days. Rowan finds Christian’s offer
terrifying—and impossible to resist. But abandoning herself to Christian’s power might be more than she
can handle. . . . Or it might be the realization of her true nature and the dark garden within her.
There will be only one way to find out. And once the game has begun, there’s no turning back.
Peach Elizabeth Adler 2011-10-12 Beautiful, brilliant, independent, she had it all—until she met the
one man who couldn’t play by her rules Peach de Courmont—Wild child, teenage temptress, exquisite woman.
The adored granddaughter of Leonie and heiress to the de Courmont dynasty, she grew up in luxury, used
to having life—and love—on her own terms. Noel Maddox—Raised in an Iowa orphanage, used to the mean
streets of Detroit, he fought his way from the assembly line the pinnacle of power. Peach —and the
automobile empire she commanded—were part of the dream he meant to have . . . at any price. From wartime
Paris to the dazzling Cote d’Azue . . . from the frenetic boardrooms of Detroit and the palatial homes
of Grosse Pointe to the stately English countryside, their indomitable wills collide in a saga of
consuming passion and raw power played out against the backdrop of a rich and reckless world.
The Darker Side of Pleasure Eden Bradley 2014-07-03 Prepare to enter a provocative, scintillating world
where three women are about to take ecstasy to the limit and beyond. Jillian and Cameron will do
anything to save their marriage, even if it means experimenting with a little bondage. Meanwhile
Cassandra answers an ad for a female submissive, ready to surrender to her body’s deepest yearnings.
Finding love is the last thing she anticipates... And finally journalist Maggie expects her interview
with a sensual extremist to be business as usual. Instead she finds herself submitting to the dominant
desires of a handsome stranger... Sensual and mysterious, this captivating collection is sure to seduce
you, page after page....
The Lie Tree Frances Hardinge 2015-05-07 Winner of the Costa Book of the Year 2015. The Lie Tree is a
wonderfully evocative and atmospheric novel by Frances Hardinge, award-winning author of Cuckoo Song and
Fly By Night. Faith's father has been found dead under mysterious circumstances, and as she is searching
through his belongings for clues she discovers a strange tree. The tree only grows healthy and bears
fruit if you whisper a lie to it. The fruit of the tree, when eaten, will deliver a hidden truth to the
person who consumes it. The bigger the lie, the more people who believe it, the bigger the truth that is
uncovered. The girl realizes that she is good at lying and that the tree might hold the key to her
father's murder, so she begins to spread untruths far and wide across her small island community. But as
her tales spiral out of control, she discovers that where lies seduce, truths shatter . . .
SECRET Revealed L. Marie Adeline 2014-05-06 SECRET Revealed bares all--the final book in the hot
bestselling series. The only thing that Cassie Robichaud has ever really wanted is Will Foret, the love
of her life. But when Will discovers that Cassie is part of S.E.C.R.E.T., an underground group devoted
to helping women experience their deepest sexual fantasies, Will breaks it off. Heartbroken, Cassie
dries her tears and devotes herself to helping the latest S.E.C.R.E.T. recruit, Solange Faraday. Cassie
also reignites her relationship with sexy bad-boy Jesse, even if he can never love her as deeply as Will
did. Meanwhile, beautiful, brilliant Solange, a local news anchor and divorced mom, has a great career
but a wilting love life. She rekindles long-lost passions, going deeper and hotter than any other
S.E.C.R.E.T. candidate before her. Will she find what her heart most desires? And when Will realizes
he's made a tragic mistake, will Cassie be able to forgive him? In the end, as both women blossom as
sexual beings, they also discover that ecstasy and true love are closer than they ever imagined. SECRET
Revealed is the explosive, sensual and sexually-charged finale to the bestselling S.E.C.R.E.T. trilogy.
Temptation's Edge Eden Bradley 2012-08-07 What happens when you let yourself fall… Mischa Kennon isn’t
one to take it lying down, at least not until she meets sexy Connor Galloway, a green-eyed Irishman with
an air of authority she finds hard to resist. While performing duties as maid of honor to her best

friend, Mischa indulges in a casual relationship with Connor. She’s surprised by the thrill of his
dominance, and lusts for more feisty battles before surrender. …over the edge It’s all fun and games in
the exclusive club Pleasure Dome, until Mischa realizes Connor could master her heart. …and into
temptation? If she gives in to desire, will it be too much to handle, or will it open her to a kind of
love she never thought possible?
The Seduction of Valentine Day Eden Bradley 2014-01-30 She lives in a world of silk sheets, champagne,
and expensive hotels... She fulfills the deepest fantasies of the most powerful men in the world:
Valentine Day is a high-class call girl, pampered and adored by her exclusive clientele. But Valentine
has a secret. Always in control, she’s never experienced true pleasure. But now, the woman who spends
her life pleasuring others is about to embark on an erotic journey of her own... An irresistible erotic
romance, perfect for fans of Pretty Woman.
Dangerously Broken Eden Bradley 2015-10-08 An illicit passion, a forbidden love... For Jamie StewartGreer, sado-masochism is the perfect way to release the darkness inside him. But it’s getting more
difficult to hide this side of himself – especially from the one person who arouses his most extreme
passions. Summer Grace has been after Jamie for years and is more than ready to indulge his secret
kinks. But she’s his best friend’s sister and Jamie promised to resist temptation. But will falling in
love turn into the most dangerous fetish of all?
A Million Dirty Secrets C. L. Parker 2013 You can't put a price on love - so they say... When a medical
condition threatens to tear apart Lanie Talbot's family, she makes the ultimate sacrifice. With no time
and no other option, Lanie puts herself up for sale at an underground, high-end establishment where
women are auctioned off to influential, wealthy men with more money than sense. Enter Noah Crawford:
millionaire business mogul and Chicago's most eligible bachelor. But Noah's distrust in relationships
has led him to make a very desperate decision of his own - purchasing a woman to satisfy his every
desire. No strings attached, no heartbreak, and no way anyone will ever know. Just two million dollars
to have his wicked way with Lanie Talbot for two years . . . Laini and Noah's relationship is explosive.
When they fight, they take no prisoners. When they love, they show no mercy. When they combine the two,
they never want to leave each other's arms. But did they both get more than they bargained for? A
MILLION DIRTY SECRETS is the first part of a scorching hot romantic duet that promises to be this
generation's Pretty Woman.
Pleasure's Edge Eden Bradley 2010-11-02 How do you know… For beautiful novelist Dylan Ivory, being in
control is everything. Then she meets the man who is everything she is not…and everything she wants. How
far you can go… Alec Walker is a writer of dark psychological thrillers—and a man who lives for thrills.
From motorcycles to snowboards to swimming with sharks, there's no end to his lust for excitement. His
tastes extend into the bedroom as well, where he lets no rules bind his desires. The only thing he truly
fears is love, and allowing someone else to really know him… Unless you go over the edge? While
researching a book on sexual extremes, Dylan interviews Alec—and longs to taste the temptation he
offers. But he’s a self-proclaimed dominant and she refuses to surrender control. Slowly and
seductively, though, Alec shows her that by letting go and submitting to his every desire she can
experience ultimate pleasure. But to keep the woman who for the first time brings him to his knees, can
Alec take the ultimate risk and surrender his heart?
The Training House Eden Bradley 2016-09-09 Pleasure in pain...pain in love... They come to the Training
House to become immersed in the most powerful and extreme form of submission: absolute slavehood. It is
only in this formal environment, and under the strict rules of their slave contracts, that their immense
yearnings can be satisfied. Or can they? Aimee arrives with a pure slave's heart, never expecting to
find more than the fulfillment of a frightening and necessary sexual journey. Christopher has returned,
as he always does. The baddest of bad slaves, he never truly expects to find anything beyond a temporary
release. And then there's the Master... Master Damon owns the Training House. His is a life of carefully
followed rules, the extremes of deviant and sensual creativity, and the heavy weight of responsibility.
The Training House is a dreamworld where needs are denied and met at a Master's whims. But what happens
when these rigid roles become fluid, and love is suddenly part of the game? Anyone could win-or everyone
could lose it all."
A Fractured Light Jocelyn Davies 2013-08-27 When Skye wakes up in unfamiliar surroundings, she knows
something terrible has happened. But it's not until she hears Asher's voice that the memories come
rushing back. She struggles to put the past behind her but knows she'll be haunted by the betrayal that
almost took her life. Skye returns home, but nothing is the same. As she tests the limits of her powers,
Skye discovers that her abilities are stronger than anyone could have imagined. Now both the Order and
the Rebellion want her for their side as an inevitable war looms between factions. Skye can't get past
the terrifying truth she knows about the Order, yet something is holding her back from siding with the
Rebellion. With Dark and Light vying for her allegiance, which will Skye turn toward?
Strip Search Shayla Black 2013 Going undercover as a male exotic dancer to nab a Mafia kingpin, Mark
Sullivan enters into a passionate affair with Vegas club owner Nicki DiStefano, whose own secrets
complicate the mission. By the best-selling author of the Wicked Lovers series. Original. 50,000 first
printing.
The Breakup Erin McCarthy 2018-08-28 Can two wrongs feel oh-so-right? This bride is about to find
out—with the bad boy who makes an epic breakup worth her while. Bella: I know I’m a princess. I’m used
to getting what I want. But all I ever really wanted was a husband and a family. Unlike my sister,
Sophie, I’ll never have a brilliant career to fall back on. So what’s a bride to do when she learns that
Prince Charming is a cheating snake just a few days before her fairy-tale wedding? With my fiancé
begging for another chance, the only way to save the wedding is to even things out with a little revenge

sex—and local bartender Christian Jordan seems like the right man for the job. Christian: If gorgeous
Bella Bigelow thinks sleeping with me will somehow lead to happily ever after, I’m not going to turn her
down. The guy she wants to marry is a jerk, and her sister is fooling around with my estranged twin
brother, Cain. So what’s the problem—besides falling for a woman who doesn’t know what she wants out of
life? All I want to do is whisk her away from that church, take her to a cabin in the woods, and act out
all our naughtiest fantasies. And I may just get the chance. . . . Don’t miss Sophie and Cain’s story in
The Hookup! And look for all of Erin McCarthy’s soulful Nashville Nights romances: HEART BREAKER | DREAM
MAKER | LOVE TAKER Includes an excerpt from another Loveswept title
12 Shades of Surrender Portia Da Costa 2012-09-04 Presents a collection of erotic romance stories from
such authors as Anne Calhoun, Emelia Elmwood, Megan Hart, and Portia Da Costa.
Hot Nights, Dark Desires Eden Bradley 2008-05-20 Inspired by the sultry heat and sensual ambiance of
New Orleans, this steamy collection delves into the erotic underground of the Big Easy. Here is a
tantalizing trio of stories by three rising stars that will tease your imagination—and seduce your
senses. Lush, haunting, and provocative, New Orleans has something to satisfy every desire—as three very
lucky women are about to discover. In “Shadow Play” an ex-supermodel desperate to revive her career
seeks the help of a gorgeous, reclusive photographer with a special gift—and offers him anything he
wants in return. The result is a series of erotic positions captured on film—along with a mind-blowing
physical connection neither expected…. In “The Art of Desire” a sheltered young woman turned on by the
idea of getting tattooed dares to make her fantasy a reality. But as her arousing sessions with a
dangerously handsome tattoo artist move from the tattoo parlor to the bedroom, they make an impression
that’s more than skin deep…. And in “Night Vision” when artist Catie Lanford hires professional cooler
Bat Kelly to whip the failing bar she’s recently inherited into shape, she’s not looking for a
lover—until she lays eyes on the sexy wild man. Soon they’ve agreed to mix business with pleasure, and
Catie discovers that Bat is just what she needs to set her artist’s imagination—and her body—on fire.
Abandon your inhibitions and excite your spirit with a gathering of tales that’s as sexy and spicy as
the city of New Orleans itself.
It's Complicated Danah Boyd 2014-02-25 Surveys the online social habits of American teens and analyzes
the role technology and social media plays in their lives, examining common misconceptions about such
topics as identity, privacy, danger, and bullying.
Dark Eden Chris Beckett 2012-01-01 Winner of the Arthur C. Clarke Award 2013 A marooned outpost of
humanity struggles to survive on a startlingly alien world: science fiction as it ought to be from
British science fiction's great white hope. You live in Eden. You are a member of the Family, one of 532
descendants of Angela and Tommy. You shelter beneath the light and warmth of the Forest's lantern trees,
hunting woollybuck and harvesting tree candy. Beyond the forest lie the treeless mountains of the Snowy
Dark and a cold so bitter and a night so profound that no man has ever crossed it. The Oldest among you
recount legends of a world where light came from the sky, where men and women made boats that could
cross between worlds. One day, the Oldest say, they will come back for you. You live in Eden. You are a
member of the Family, one of 532 descendants of two marooned explorers. You huddle, slowly starving,
beneath the light and warmth of geothermal trees, confined to one barely habitable valley of a
startlingly alien, sunless world. After 163 years and six generations of incestuous inbreeding, the
Family is riddled with deformity and feeblemindedness. Your culture is a infantile stew of halfremembered fact and devolved ritual that stifles innovation and punishes independent thought. You are
John Redlantern. You will break the laws of Eden, shatter the Family and change history. You will be the
first to abandon hope, the first to abandon the old ways, the first to kill another, the first to
venture in to the Dark, and the first to discover the truth about Eden.
Naughty Bits Lacy Danes 2009-02-17
The Publishers Weekly 2007
Desire's Edge Eden Bradley 2011-09-06 Giving in to desire… As a lawyer, Kara Crawford knows how to keep
a secret, especially after being spurned by an ex for revealing her sexual needs. Kara doesn’t expect to
find anyone who can fulfill her more extreme desires until she experiences one of the most incredible
nights of her life with a man she’s always admired from afar. …can set you free… Dante De Matteo knew
Kara back in high school, and he never imagined her darkest fantasies would align so perfectly with his.
The lovers don’t expect their passion to last more than a night, but when Dante’s new job turns out to
be at Kara’s law firm, they find themselves confronted daily with the sparks of their blistering
chemistry. …but only if you give yourself completely. As intense desire draws them closer, deep-rooted
fears threaten to pull them apart—unless they can learn to embrace both the pain and pleasure of love.
The Dark Side of Samuel Pepys Geoffrey Pimm 2018-02-28 Samuel Pepys is popularly known as the founder
of the modern navy, a member of the Royal Society and most of all, as a unique and frank diarist. Less
well known is the fact that he was a serial sexual offender by modern standards; a voyeur, a groper and
a rapist.Set against the London society of Charles IIs restoration, and extensively using Pepys own
words, this book concerns his numerous extramarital affairs, often using his professional status and
position of influence to advance the careers of his subordinates, in return for the sexual favors of
their wives.With his own very frank descriptions, translated from the strange mix of languages and the
seventeenth century shorthand he used to camouflage the content, the reader witnesses in often very
graphic detail how Pepys set about achieving his lascivious objectives on occasion resorting to physical
force where persuasion or bribery failed. Whether she be wife, daughter, mother or humble maidservant,
no woman was safe from his rapacious sexual appetite.This book shows the reader a little known, dark and
sometimes very disturbing aspect of Samuel Pepys character, one which even in his own day, he would not
have wanted to be publicly aired.

Once Tasted Laura Moore 2014-05-27 Three siblings, an extraordinary family, a lasting heritage—in the
irresistible Silver Creek Ranch trilogy, they’ll fight for the land and the people they love. Everything
has come easily to Reid Knowles, the middle son of a California ranching family. But his charmed life is
suddenly complicated when his good friend and neighbor asks him to help run the winery next door. His
neighbor’s niece, Mia Bodell, is in charge—and she has made it clear that she’d rather be roped to a
steer than to Reid Knowles. Never one to back down from a challenge, Reid vows to win her trust. Her
life marked by loss, Mia knows that nothing comes easily—love included. In high school, her heart was
crushed by Reid, and even though years have passed, the hurt lingers. Mia is achingly aware that the
teen heartthrob has matured into a devastatingly handsome playboy, and the budding winemaker refuses to
let down her guard. But one taste of unbridled passion changes things. From Reid’s first intoxicating
kiss to his unexpectedly tender seduction, Mia is swept into a passionate affair that could tear her
heart to pieces . . . or give her everything she has ever wanted. Praise for Once Tasted “Fans of . . .
alpha males will enjoy saddling up with this and adventurously explicit liaison full of intriguing
details about winemaking.”—Publishers Weekly “With tension, heart and small-town details on every page,
this is a genuinely engaging read that will have fans hungry for more.”—RT Book Reviews “Beautifully
written . . . I would recommend this author to anyone.”—The Reading Cafe “Family, friends and small town
living bring a lot of characters into the book and make it a great read. Just like grapes take time to
grow and mature into something great so does the love story of Reid and Mia.”—Guilty Pleasures Book
Reviews “Once Tasted is a really great romance and a great read for anybody.”—Fresh Fiction
The Dark Garden Eden Bradley 2007 Finding her life as a dominatrix at the Club Privé, the West Coast's
most exclusive BDSM club, increasingly dissatisfying, Rowan Cassidy embarks on a personal journey of
sexual discovery after she meets Christian Thorne, a man determined to be her master and who persuades
her to give him a month during which she will be totally in his power. Original. 35,000 first printing.
The Dirty Girls Book Club Savanna Fox 2012-09-04 Every woman who joined the book club expected to
expand their literary horizons. But when they stop reading the classics and start exploring the steamy
side of fiction, they discover just how much fun reading can be… When the book club makes their first
erotic selection The Sexual Education of Lady Emma Whitehead, marketing executive Georgia Malone is
surprised to find herself identifying with the main character. Like Emma, Georgia is a widow who has
never truly experienced the joys of sex. But when she meets the spokesman for her newest campaign,
Georgia’s long-buried libido is awakened. Hockey star Woody Hanrahan is charming and cocky—the sort of
man Georgia usually avoids. But while her mind is saying stay away, Georgia’s body is telling her to
give in every time Woody comes near. Now as her book club explores the tantalizing extremes of fiction,
Georgia is experiencing first hand, and for the first time, the real pleasures of the flesh, and
fulfilling the desires that—chapter by chapter—are getting delightfully dirty. Woody is hers to command
in a hundred deliciously wicked ways, but when it comes to writing her own happy ending, this dirty girl
doesn’t just need his body—she wants his heart.
Dangerously Bad Eden Bradley 2017-05-16 From the author of Dangerously Broken comes the third novel in
the Dangerous Romance trilogy. Being bad never felt so good… Duff Stewart has two specialties: restoring
vintage motorcycles and doing bad things to beautiful girls at New Orleans’s most notorious BDSM club.
There’s no girl he’d rather get under his hands than the luscious Layla Chouset—but the Creole beauty
sees herself as a Top. Layla has sworn off relationships with Dominant men, but the gorgeous Scotsman
convinces her to submit to him, and passion becomes all-consuming for them both. When Duff realizes he’s
in love with Layla, desperation sets in. But Layla is every bit as strong as he is, and she’s not going
down without a hell of a fight. For Duff and Layla, loving is the ultimate power play, but can they both
submit to love…
Phaze in Verse
Dangerously Bound Eden Bradley 2014-04-30 She isn’t as innocent as he remembered. He’s twice as wicked
as she could have ever imagined... When security specialist Mick Reid hears that his high school
sweetheart is back in town, he knows he won’t be able to stay away for long. Ever since he discovered
his darker side, Mick has tried to protect Allie from his need to dominate. However, little does he know
that Allie has spent the last ten years feeding her submissive side at BDSM clubs – power and wildness
is exactly what she wants... that, and a chance to rekindle their fiery relationship.
The Secret Trilogy: Secret / Secret Shared / Secret Revealed L. Marie Adeline 2015-02-06 Cassie’s life
rarely takes her by surprise. She waits tables at the rundown Café Rose in New Orleans, heading home
alone each night, yearning for more from her life and wishing she could make it happen. But when Cassie
discovers a notebook left behind by a mysterious woman at the café, her world is changed forever. The
notebook’s stunningly explicit confessions shock and fascinate her, and eventually lead her to
S·E·C·R·E·T, an underground society dedicated to helping women realize their wildest, most intimate
sexual fantasies. At the heart of the society is three rules: NO JUDGEMENTS. NO LIMITS. NO SHAME. As
Cassie is set free from her inhibitions, she is transformed by the confidence she didn't know she had.
And so begins the most surprising experience of Cassie's life as she finds her place in an enticing
world of passion and danger, with the power to have any secret wish become a reality... If you can't
wait to see the Fifty Shades film and have devoured all of Sylvia Day's Crossfire series, the SECRET
trilogy will become your new addiction.
Dangerously Bound Eden Bradley 2014-04-01 She can whip up something sweet… Allie LeClair has finally
returned to the sultry city of New Orleans. After ten years of studying and working as a pastry chef in
San Francisco and all over Europe—and feeding her submissive side at BDSM clubs—Allie is home, and she
has something to prove to the man who once fueled her desires. She’s not a child anymore. But with two
in the kitchen… When security specialist Mick Reid hears that Allie is back in town, he knows he won’t

be able to stay away for long. Ever since he discovered his darker side, Mick has tried to protect Allie
from the aggressive beast within him—but that power and wildness is exactly what she wants. Can they
take the heat? Allie has made the first move, but now it’s up to Mick. The game has begun, and playing
has never been so rough.
Whatever Makes You Happy Lisa Grunwald 2005-05-31 What does it take to be happy? How happy is happy
enough? And what does “happy” mean, anyway? So asks Sally Farber–wife, mother, daughter, friend, working
woman, and lover–in this wise and funny novel about a woman’s search for happiness in some of the right,
and a few of the wrong, places. Summer in the city looms long for Sally Farber when she sends her two
daughters off to camp for the first time. Suddenly freed of her usual patterns in a city that becomes a
grown-up’s playground,, she embarks on a journey unlike any she’s ever had–filled with guilty pleasures
and guilty pains. Caught between the past (cleaning out her childhood apartment as her demanding mother
offers edicts from South Carolina) and the future (facing her first semi-empty nest), Sally finds
herself unexpectedly involved with a powerful, unpredictable man. And as she researches a book whose
very topic is happiness, she must weigh the relative merits of prescriptions for its attainment offered
by Aristotle and the Dalai Lama, Freud and Charles Schulz, scented candles and Zoloft, her mother and
her best friend. The answer comes, in the end, from a surprising discovery, in this rich and original
novel about how we can find, and ultimately embrace, both happiness and love.
Beg Me Lisa Lawrence 2007 Sexy sleuth Teresa Knight's global investigation into a sinister murder
mystery takes her into the heart of New York City's bondage and sadomasochistic underworld and its posh
enclaves as she seeks to discover the link between two killings, separated by nearly forty years, and a
dangerous, larger conspiracy, in an erotic thriller by the author of Strip Poker. Original. 35,000 first
printing.
Dangerously Broken Eden Bradley 2015 Eden Bradley, the author of Dangerously Bound, brings another
Dangerous Romance to passionate life... For Jamie Stewart-Greer, BDSM is the perfect way to release the
darkness inside him and use it for pleasure. But it's getting more difficult to hide this side of
himself?especially from the one person who elicits his most extreme, secret passions. When his best
friend died, Jamie promised he'd watch over his little sister, Summer Grace. Summer is a nearly
irresistible sex kitten who's been after Jamie since she was fourteen?and she's absolutely taboo. But
now she's hunting him in his territory?the Bastille, New Orleans' most infamous BDSM club?and Jamie
knows he's in trouble. Summer is more than ready to indulge Jamie's secret kinks, and as their
relationship spirals into the darkest recesses of absolute pleasure, it only stirs her desire for more.
If Jamie is willing to give Summer what she wants, it's going to turn love into the most dangerous
fetish of all. MATURE AUDIENCE
The Beauty of Surrender Eden Bradley 2013-10-24 Are you ready for the dark side of love...? The moments
when Ava Gregory feels her most beautiful and complete are when she is tied up and bound. Then she meets
Desmond Hale, a master in the ancient Japanese bondage art of Shibari. He takes her to the very edge of
ecstasy. But having learned the beauty of surrender, dare Ava risk her heart? The Beauty of Surrender is
a hot erotic romance which will delight fans of E L James, Sylvia Day and Portia Da Costa.
Duet Eden Winters 2020-04-24 A heartbroken Highlander, a Druid's whispered spell, the promise of a
future. A conqueror's decree couldn't separate Aillil Callaghan from his Scottish pride. He wears his
clan's forbidden plaid as a badge of honor, living for the day he can restore his family name and
overthrow English tyranny.Fleeing England and persecution, violinist Malcolm Byerly accepts a post in
the Highlands as tutor for the sons of Laird Callaghan. He never expects the kilt-wearing force of
nature, the Laird's eldest son, Aillil, or the man's bitter hatred of all things English, including
Malcolm. He doesn't expect their shared love of music to overcome the barriers between them. Or for
their love to be short-lived.Distraught and alone, Aillil grasps for a second chance at love, and
vanishes into Highland legend to await the rebirth of his lover. Concert violinist Billy Byerly's
arrival at Callaghan Castle feels like coming home, and the gift of an antique violin awakens memories
of another time and place. Billy doesn't believe in ghosts, but a dark-haired Highlander haunts his
dreams and the antique violin releases tunes he doesn't remember learning. But the Lost Laird knows his
own.
All Our Wrong Todays Elan Mastai 2018-02-20 “Entertainingly mixes thrills and humor.”—Entertainment
Weekly “[An] amazing debut novel....Dazzling and complex....Fearlessly funny storytelling.”—The
Washington Post “Instantly engaging....A timeless, if mind-bending, story about the journeys we take,
populated by friends, family, lovers, and others, that show us who we might be, could be—and maybe never
should be—that eventually leads us to who we are.”—USA Today Elan Mastai's acclaimed debut novel is a
story of friendship and family, of unexpected journeys and alternate paths, and of love in its multitude
of forms. It's 2016, and in Tom Barren's world, technology has solved all of humanity's problems—there's
no war, no poverty, no under-ripe avocadoes. Unfortunately, Tom isn't happy. He's lost the girl of his
dreams. And what do you do when you're heartbroken and have a time machine? Something stupid. Finding
himself stranded in a terrible alternate reality—which we immediately recognize as our 2016—Tom is
desperate to fix his mistake and go home. Right up until the moment he discovers wonderfully unexpected
versions of his family, his career, and the woman who may just be the love of his life. Now Tom faces an
impossible choice. Go back to his perfect but loveless life. Or stay in our messy reality with a
soulmate by his side. His search for the answer takes him across continents and timelines in a quest to
figure out, finally, who he really is and what his future—our future—is supposed to be. Filled with
humor and heart and packed with insight, intelligence, and mind-bending invention, All Our Wrong Todays
is a powerful and moving story of life, loss, and love.
Forbidden Fruit Eden Bradley 2012-12 Ever been tempted...? While Mia Curry's university students cram

into her class on sexuality, Mia has always kept her own private fantasies carefully under wraps - until
now... Jagger James is everything Mia wants and everything that is taboo- he's young, gorgeous - and a
student. But how can Mia resist? From the bestselling author ofThe Dark Gardencomes an irresistibly
romantic tale of forbidden attraction.
Prizes Erich Segal 2015-01-21 "SURPRISINGLY FUN . . . The heroic trio lead strenuous lives, ER-style,
all with an eye for the Nobel Prize." --Kirkus Reviews Now from the bestselling author of Love Story and
Doctors comes a powerful and moving saga of three extraordinary individuals as they compete for the
ultimate glory: the Nobel Prize. Erich Segal takes us inside the research labs and clinics, the homes
and hearts, of the world's most elite doctors and scientists--two men and one woman--whose genius,
dedication, and passion cannot always win for them the love and recognition they so desperately seek.
Loyalty and betrayal, disappointment and loss, scandal and secrets--all will play roles in the personal
and professional lives of these gifted scientists who hold the key to life and death for so many. And
through it all the Nobel Prize beckons with its seductive promise. Two will be selected for this highest
honor; one of them will not live to receive it. Yet all will discover the enduring truth: that life has
many prizes to offer, and many come to us in the most unexpected ways. . . . "COMPELLING . . . It is
reward in itself to follow the chronicle of three trailblazing scientists, each out to better the world
while conquering his own personal demons." --West Coast Review of Books A MAIN SELECTION OF THE LITERARY
GUILD(c)
Exotica Eden Bradley 2013 Welcome to Exoticaa Leave your inhibitions at the door Lilli DeForrest is
hoping for a week of pampering and relaxation, but when the beautiful Rajan steps into her suite, the
attraction is immediate. Rajan is her ideal lover: tender, commanding and intensely erotic. But, as
Lilli is about to discover, his masterful touch is just the beginninga An utterly delicious erotic
romance perfect for fans of E.L. James and Sylvia Day
The Beauty of Surrender Eden Bradley 2013 Are you ready for the dark side of lovea? The moments when
Ava Gregory feels her most beautiful and complete are when she is tied up and bound. Then she meets
Desmond Hale, a master in the ancient Japanese bondage art of Shibari. He takes her to the very edge of
ecstasy. But having learned the beauty of surrender, dare Ava risk her heart? The Beauty of Surrender is
a hot erotic romance which will delight fans of E L James, Sylvia Day and Portia Da Costa.
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